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Resume: La carriere de Maastricht-Belvedere. connue pour ses sites bien preserves datant de l'avant-dernier interglaciaire (stade 
isotopique 7), a aussi livre un site datant du debut de la derniere glaciation (stade isotopique 5). Des analyses technologiques, typo-
logiques et traceologiques de cet assemblage non-Levallois ont demontre un comportement assez paradoxal avec d'une part, un 
gaspillage lithique, et d'autre part une forte economie des matieres premieres. L'article donne une explication strictement fonctionel-
le de ce paradoxe. Les remontages ont montre que la reduction des outils etait partois si considerable, que certains ont appartenu 
successivement a des categories typologiques differentes. 
Mots cles: Paleolithique moyen, Technologie, Typologie, Remontage, Reduction des outils, Weichselien ancien, traces d'usure. 
Abstract: The Maastricht-Belvedere loess- and gravel pit, well -known for its intra-Saalian interglacial (OIS 7) archaeology, also yiel-
ded an Early Weichselian (OIS 5). flint scatter {Site J). Technological, typological and use wear analyses point to a paradox within this 
non-Levallois Middle Palaeolithic assemblage, as both rather wasteful and economising practices can be observed. This pattern is 
explained here from a mere functionalistic perspective. Extensive refitting studies show that in some cases tools were reduced to 
such a degree that they shifted from one typological category into another. 
Key words: Middle Palaeolithic, Flint technology, Typology, Refitting, Tool reduction, Early Weichselian, use wear. 
1. MAASTRICHT-BELVEDERE SITE J: AN OVERVIEW 
OF THE SITE AND ITS SETTING 
1.1. Introduction 
The Belvedere loess- and gravel pit is situated northwest 
of the town of Maastricht (the Netherlands), on the left 
bank of the river Meuse, on the northern edge of the 
North-European loess plain (Fig. 1 ). In the 1980s an 
interdisciplinary project studied the exposures of loess 
and river deposits in the quarry, within the context of the 
archaeological excavations that took place from 1981 to 
1989. The archaeological fieldwork focussed on fine-
grained river sediments, dating from an intra-Saalian 
interglacial, that could be dated by various, independent 
methods at around 250,000 years ago and was correla-
ted to Oxygen Isotope Stage 7 (cf. Roebroeks, 1988; 
Vandenberghe et al., 1993). A full interglacial vertebrate 
and mollusc fauna was associated with abundant Middle 
Palaeolithic flint artefacts, preserved within various sites 
over an area of about 6 hectares. Some of these sites 
were so well preserved that extensive refitting proved 
possible, e.g. at sites C, F (Roebroeks, 1988) and K (De 
Loecker, 1992, 1994). On this basis inferences on former 
chaines operatoires in core reduction could be made 
(Schlanger, 1994, 1996). For a general overview of the 
archaeology of the pit the reader is referred to 
Roebroeks, 1988 and furthermore Roebroeks et al. 
(1992, 1993). The geological setting of the pit, its 
palaeontology, dating evidence etc. is discussed extensi-
vely in Van Kolfschoten and Roebroeks (eds) (1985) and 
Vandenberghe et al. (eds) (1993). 
The fine-grained river deposits, Unit IV in the locallithos-
tratigraphy, were covered by a sequence of late Saalian 
loams (Unit V) in which the Eemian Parabraunerde (Sol 
de Rocourt) developed, and by a sequence of 
Weichselian loesses, up to 8 m thick. In the spring of 
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1986 J.P. de Warrimont and K. Groenendijk discovered a 
well-preserved site in the lowermost part of the 
Weichselian loess (Unit VI-A), that had to be excavated 
in a rescue dig: Site J (Fig. 2). The Unit IV scatters were 
all deposited in a former valley bottom of the Meuse (the 
Caberg terrace). Site J, however, was situated at the 
edge of a terrace plateau overviewing the valley, as the 
river Meuse had cut its bed at least 10 metres deeper in 
the Early Weichselian. 
1.2. The geological context 
Figures 3 and 4 give schematic surveys of the geological 
context of Site J. The finds were situated in Weichselian 
loess above the (eroded) Eemian palaeosol developed in 
the top of Unit V (the Sol de Rocourf) and below the 
Horizon de Nagelbeek, a weakly developed soil dating to 
about 20,000 bp (cf. Haesaerts et al., 1981 ). The geolo-
gical matrix of Site J consisted of the oldest Weichselian 
sediment found in the quarry, lithological unit 6.1 (Unit VI-
A) in the local stratigraphy. This unit consists of an up to 
20 cm thick light greyish (10YR7/4-7/6) loess overlain by 
an equally thick layer of dark grey-brown (10YR5/6-5/4) 
loess. The light grey loess was separated from the dar-
ker loess by a slight erosional level, occasionally marked 
by the presence of isolated small (< 10 mm) pebbles. 
Throughout the unit 6.1 sediments biopores were pre-
sent, with diameters of up to 5 mm. These were comple-
tely absent in the sediments immediately overlying the. 
find bearing loess. The two successive layers of the unit 
were initially interpreted as a soil that had been formed 
under steppe-like conditions. They constitute a complex 
that has often been observed at the base of Weichselian 
loess profiles in northwestern Europe, the Sol de 
Warneton (Paepe and Vanhoorne, 1967). At Belvedere 
however micromorphological analysis did not yield any 
evidence of (steppe-) soil formation at this level. 
The chronostratigraphic position of this find bearing unit 
has been discussed elsewhere (Roebroeks, 1988, p. 
1 00-1 02), where it was concluded that the presence of 
permafrost phenomena in the basal Weichselian loesses 
above the findbearing sediments dated the unit before 
the Lower Pleniglacial (cf. Vandenberghe et al., 1985). 
Furthermore, micromorphological studies by H.J. Mucher 
indicate that the unit must predate the last period of soil 
formation of a sol brun lessive-type in the Early 
Weichselian. The dating evidence firmly places the 
assemblage in the Early Weichselian, after a first period 
of loess deposition, possibly in the range of Oxygen 
Isotope (sub-)Stages 5c to 5a (for more details see 
Roebroeks, 1988, 1 00-1 02). Attempts at dating a few 
burnt flint artefacts from the site by means of the TL-
method failed, as they turned out to be too small for ana-
lysis (Huxtable, 1993). 
Artefacts were distributed vertically throughout unit 6.1 , 
but the majority was found on the erosional level that 
separates the light grey-brown from the upper darker 
loess. Karst formation processes that occurred after the 
deposition of the sediments led to subsidence of the find 
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bearing deposits. In this relatively lower position the layer 
was protected from the subsequent erosion that comple-
tely obliterated the sediment to the west of the site (Fig. 4). 
1.3 Excavation strategy 
At the time of discovery, Site J was in the middle of the 
area that was mined by the quarry, so little time was avai-
lable for its excavation. Therefore an excavation strategy 
was chosen that would provide information about the 
spatial distribution of the finds over the largest possible 
area. This meant that most of the finds were collected by 
square meter, except in an area of 23 m2, where they 
were individually plotted three-dimensionally in order to 
acquire more detailed information about their horizontal 
and vertical distribution. Altogether an area of c. 21 0 m2 
was excavated that way, at least three times as much as 
would have been possible in case we had plotted all 
finds individually (see Roebroeks et al., 1987). Some 
artefacts (n= 116) in the southwestern part of the site 
were rescued in front of the quarrying machines (Fig. 5), 
where they were only recorded within three large grid 
blocks (1, 11 and Ill). 
1.4 The find material and Its spatial distribution 
The finds of Site J consist of flint artefacts, a few scatte-
red fragments of charcoal and some poorly preserved 
fragments of molars. On the basis of their oblong shape 
and the variation in enamel thickness, the molars were 
attributed to Mammuthus primigenius (Van Kolfschoten, 
pers. comm. 19&7). 
In total 2863 stone artefacts were collected, all but three 
made out of flint. Table 1 gives a first overview of the 
lithic assemblage, based on the counts before refitting. 
Flakes and chips without any traces of intentional retou-
ch or signs of use form the bulk of the assemblage (c. 
94%), while intentionally retouched tools make up only 
3% of the assemblage. Small-sized flints are less abun-
dant in the Site J assemblage than in those from the 
intra-Saalian valley bottom sites. Compared to the size 
distributions of those assemblages we only retrieved 
about half of the fraction smaller than 20 mm, and espe-
cially few in the size class smaller than 10 mm (compare 
Table 2 with data on Sites C and F in: Roebroeks, 1988). 
The presence of very small debris in the well-excavated 
squares shows that this discrepancy is not simply attri-
butable to geological processes during burial of the site. 
Instead it may be a consequence of the fast pace of this 
rescue excavation, in which many tiny flakes were simply 
not retrieved. 
Based on the general distribution pattern and the fact 
that many refits were already established in the field we 
first had the impression that Site J was a 'primary 
context' scatter (De Loecker, 1988). Subsequent syste-
matic conjoining studies did however show that some 
reworking of the original scatters took place, be it to a 
limited degree, but certainly enough to exclude any mea-
ningful spatial analysis of the finds (see section 3.2). 
Vertically, the finds concentrated around the minor ero-
sional level between the lighter and darker loess of unit 
6.1, but finds were distributed all through the unit. The 
vertical distribution could amount up to 45 cm (Fig. 6), 
with artefacts smaller than 20 mm displaying a larger ver-
tical distribution than larger artefacts. The abundant pre-
sence of biopores (diameter _up to 5 mm) in the findbea-
ring unit may partially explain this degree of vertical dis-
tribution, not unusual in open air sites (cf. Roebroeks, 
1988, for the lower Unit IV sites and Thieme, 1983, for 
comparable patterns in the Early Weichselian 
Westwand/B1 level at Rheindahlen, Germany). 
2. TECHNOLOGY AND TYPOLOGY OF THE LITHIC 
ASSEMBLAGE 
2.1. Introduction 
This section gives a review of the technology and typo-
logy of the lithic assemblage, without taking into consi-
deration the result of the conjoining studies, that will be 
presented later (section 3). Artefacts larger than 19 mm 
were subjected to a technological and typological analy-
sis by J. Kolen (1990) and subsequently by M. Van 
Poecke (1993), who could benefit from the results of an 
intensive refitting programme. Van Poecke performed a 
detailed attribute analysis, developed for the Belvedere 
sites mainly by N. Schlanger and D. De loecker, buil-
ding upon studies by Goren-lnbar (1990), Geneste 
(1985) and lsaac (1977) (see Schlanger and De 
Loecker, 1992; Schlanger, 1994, 1996 and De Loecker, 
forthcoming). This analysis includes observations of 
dimensions (length, width, thickness, maximum dimen-
sion, angle of percussion), preservation (breakage pat-
terns, outer surface etc.) and technological observations 
(dorsal pattern, number of dorsal scars, butt type etc.). 
For the technological and typological description of the 
assemblage a simple distinction was made between the 
products of primary and secondary flaking. By primary 
flaking we mean here all flakes and cores - including 
blanks on which tools were made - produced and/or dis-
carded during the primary reduction of the flint nodules. 
Flakes selected for further modification (i.e. retouching) 
represent the secondary flaking stage. 
2.2. The raw material 
On the basis of the properties of the flint material, such 
as texture, cortex, inclusions and colour, the artefacts 
were attributed to at least 14 raw material units (RMUs), 
interpreted as incorporating the products of as many dif-
ferent flint nodules - an interpretation that survived the 
results of the refitting programme. The distribution of 
artefacts over the various RMUs is presented in Table 3. 
A large part of the assemblage (n=461) falls into a ' other' 
category meaning that these artefacts could not unambi-
guously be attributed to one of the 14 AM Us. Most AM Us 
consist of a 'Ryckholt-type' like flint, that judging from the 
rolled cortex was collected in nearby deposits of the river 
Meuse. The quality of this flint varies significantly. RMU 
1 for example is a fine-grained and homogeneous 
'Ryckholt' flint that was well-suited for flake and tool pro-
duction, as is also indicated by the tact that 66% (!1=88) 
of the blanks is unbroken. RMU 6, a very coarse flint with 
many inclusions and fissures, was more difficult to flake 
and has a 'complete' percentage of only 37% (n=61). 
Evidently no strong selection of raw materials took place 
prior to flint knapping at Site J, even though raw mate-
rials must have been near ' at hand'. 
While the flint source was probably (very) nearby, an 
Oxford attempt at dating three burnt flint artefacts from 
Site J revealed TL characteristics significantly different 
from those of flints in lower levels, also analysed by the 
Oxford TL laboratory. In fact, the TL signal of the Site J 
flints was much stronger (x20) than any of the other flints 
studied from the pit, which may imply a different geologi-
cal source (Huxtable, 1993). In the roughly 180,000 
years that separated the Unit IV sites from'Site J the river 
Meuse must have eroded flints from other Cretaceous 
deposits than the ones available during the intra-Saalian 
(OIS 7) interglacial period. This illustrates, again, the 
dynamic character of Pleistocene landscapes and the 
implications thereof for raw material studies. 
Some RMUs are represented by a few artefacts only, 
e.g. RMUs 12 and 13. RMU 12 is a light-grey very fine-
grained flint of 'Belgian' type, only represented by a 
double scraper (Fig. 9.2) and a few non-refittable flakes, 
including three soft-hammer struck resharpening flakes. 
Most probably the scraper was carried to the location in 
a reduced form. RMU 13 is a reddish-brown Rullen type 
of flint present in ·the form of a few small flakes and a 
scraper with a refitted spall. Also this RMU may have 
belonged to the (small) transported toolkit. 
The division in RMUs was aimed at documenting the 
various reduction stages represented at the site, and 
hence to obtain information on the possible transporta-
tion of cores, flakes and tools to and from the locale. 
Finally, it was expected that such a RMU division could 
facilitate the conjoining studies considerably. 
2.3. Primary flaking: flakes and cores 
2.3.1 The flakes 
A number of 1189 blanks (retouched and non-retouched 
items) was submitted to detailed analysis, the results of 
which are presented in Tables 4-6, and will be glanced 
over below. 
Less than 50% of the artefacts shows traces of the outer 
surface of the flint nodules. The original cortex has been 
heavily weathered and/or rolled prior to procurement, 
and a significant part of the outer surface consists of 
natural breakage surfaces, along which blocks broke 
before fluvial transport (pseudo-cortex). Some RMUs 
contain natural fissures interpreted as frost cracks (dia-
clases), along which nodules broke during flint knapping. 
lt is not always easy to differentiate between such fis-
sures and 'pseudo-cortex', in fact only refitting can do 
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that job properly. RMUs 1, 7, 9, 1 0, 12 and 13 do not dis-
play any traces of such diaclases, whereas RMU6 is full 
of them. 
Dorsal patterns of negatives are rather uniform. with 
'Parallel unidirectional' (simple) and 'parallel and lateral 
unidirectional' (simple + si9e) patterns dominating in 
50% of the sample (Table 4). More complex patterns 
(convergent, radial, ridge) and 'opposed and lateral uni-
directional' (side and opposed) are rare, and add up to c. 
5% only. Flakes with 0 to 4 dorsal scars predominate (c. 
86%, n= 1 022) all through the RMUs with the exception of 
RMUs 4 and 6, both showing a high amount of diaclase 
surfaces (classified as ·o scars'). 
Elaborate preparation of striking platforms was appa-
rently not executed at the site (Table 6). Plain butts (scar 
negatives) dominate with c. 41%, followed at a distance 
by dihedral ones (10%). In c. 25% of the sample the butt 
is missing. Facetted and retouched butts are rare (IF 
14.4, IFs 3.6). 
2.3.2 The cores 
In total 26 cores are present (Fig. 8), 14 of which are 
made on flakes. The average maximum dimension is 52 
mm, the average width 41 mm and the average thick-
ness 26 mm. The primary cores - i.e. those not made on 
flakes - are somewhat larger than the average, cores 
made on flakes a bit smaller (cf. Table 7). Most cores are 
almost as 'wide' as they are ' long'. The average core 
displays nine negative scars, primary cores having an 
average of twelve, cores on flakes an average of seven 
scars (Table 8). The types that appear most frequently 
(Table 1 0) are polyhedral and shapeless/miscellaneous 
forms (classification of the cores mainly based on the 
typology of Hutcheson and Callow, 1986, and furthermo-
re on lsaac, 1977 and Sordes, 1961 ). 
2.4. Secondary flaking: The tools 
Table 11 gives an overview of the tools, based on the 
study of Kolen (1990). Flakes with (macroscopic) signs 
'of use predominate in the group of complete tools (c. 
53%, including the 'backed knives'; see Fig. 7). Scrapers 
and denticulates (Figs 9 and 1 0) are less numerous but 
still dominate the group of intentionally retouched tools 
(together constituting 36% of the complete items). 
Among the incomplete tools the percentage of flakes 
with use retouch is significantly lower (c. 20%), whereas 
fragments of scrapers and denticulates are well repre-
sented here (c. 70%). The relatively large number of bro-
ken scrapers and denticulates may indicate that these 
tools were used intensively and/or' in heavy duty tasks, 
particularly in comparison with the (unretouched) flakes. 
This conclusion is corroborated by the results of use 
wear analysis (see section 4). Bifacial tools were not 
recovered at the site. 
The tools are clearly larger than the unretouched flakes: 
the average maximum dimension 9f (complete) retou-
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ched artefacts is 59 mm against 35 mm for complete 
flakes (Table 12). Evidently, the largest flakes were 
selected for the production of cores and tools. Most tools 
were made by continuous retouching of the dorsal side 
of a flake. Retouch is usually irregular and steep, with 
denticulated retouch being the most common. Scrapers 
display both abrupt and quite flat scalariform retouch, in 
a few cases a sub-parallel one. 
While the larger RMUs produced both denticulated tools 
and scrapers, the smaller RMUs yielded only scrapers 
and resharpening flakes struck from scraper-like working 
edges. The presence of such resharpening flakes (Fig. 
11 ) shows that modification of tools took place at the 
locale. Both Long Sharpening Flakes (LSFs) and 
Transverse Sharpening Flakes (TSFs), as described 
from the Saalian Middle Palaeolithic levels at La Cotte de 
St. Brelade, Jersey (Cornford, 1986), are present (see 
section 3.4). 
lt has to be emphasised that this short review of the tools 
did not incorporate the refitting evidence. Refitting did 
considerably reduce the number of tools, as retouched 
fragments could be refitted to form a single tool, and 
various tools were shown to have undergone phases of 
(refitted) modification (see 3.4). 
2.5. Summary 
The lithic analysis showed that all stages of core reduc-
tion and tool production are present within the assem-
blage, from the first 1 00%-cortex flakes up to and inclu-
ding small residual cores and heavily reduced tools. 
From this and the raw material evidence it seems highly 
probable that most tools were made and discarded on 
the spot, but that can only be proven directly by means 
of refitting (see section 3). Bo1h the flake- and core-data 
indicate that no 'classical' systematic core reduction took 
place at the locale. The negatives of earlier removals 
were used as striking platform for the next phase of 
reduction, finer facetting of the butts being very excep-
tionaL Circumferences of most cores are irregular and 
there is no clear regularity in the position of the stri~ing 
platforms - except in that there is no regularity. In line 
with this is the virtual absence of Levallois products (IL 
0.01) and of blades and blade-like flakes (llam 0.4). 
Finally, the chafne operatoire seems to display a somew-
hat paradoxical character as far as raw material use is 
concerned. The presence of large, suitable flakes 
without macroscopic signs of use (more than 1000 items 
;::: 20 mm and more than 1 00 items ;::: 50 mm; see also 
section 4) shows that earlier phases in the reduction 
were quite 'wasteful'. In contrast to this, the number and 
sizes of scars on the generally small cores shows that 
later phases of reduction might have been aimed at the 
production of (sometimes: very) small flakes, until com-
plete exhaustion of most cores. This persistent reduction 
can also be seen in the reuse of tools, especially when 
the refitting data are considered. 
3. THE REFITTING EVIDENCE 
3.1. Introduction 
All artefacts larger than 1 0 mm (n=2425) were submitted 
to refitting analysis, which yielded a total of 945 refitted 
pieces (39%). Most of these had a maximum dimension 
of 20 mm or more, in which· size category the refitting 
percentage was 58%. Artefacts were laid out on tables 
per raw material unit, and refitting was mainly done by P. 
Hennekens and J. Kolen, and furthermore by S. Bott, D. 
De Loecker, M. Van Poecke and W. Roebroeks. 
3.2. Refitting evidence and site formation processes 
As many artefacts were collected per square metre only, 
it is impossible to assign exact distances to the refits, 
except in the three-dimensionally documented part of the 
site. However, even if we start from the very optimistic 
assumption that refitted artefacts were linked by the 
shortest possible lines between the squares they came 
from, the data clearly show that most refitted compo-
nents are at distances of more than 21 0 cm from each 
other, and that the group of the long refitting lines (sensu 
Cziesla, 1990), i.e. with distances of more than four 
metres, is even the largest one. This applies to refits bet-
ween flakes in a reduction sequence 
(Aufeinanderpassungen), refits of broken flints 
(Aneinanderpassungen) and refits of resharpening flakes 
to their 'parent' tools (Anpassungen) alike. Figures 13 
and 15 illustrate these large distances, by showing the 
lines joining various refitted artefacts from two refitted 
nodules, illustrated in Figures 12 and 14, RMU 1 and 
RMU 2 respectively (note that many of these artefacts 
have been ascribed random coordinates within their 
square to permit easy visualisation; see also Tables 14 
and 15). Compared to the refit patterns obtained at the 
sites in the lower, fluviatile deposits (OIS 7, et 
Roebroeks, 1988), the Site J assemblage has very clear-
ly undergone some reworking, to such a degree that a 
spatial analysis of the flint distribution has become quite 
meaningless. An earlier study of the spatial distribution 
(De Loecker, 1988) led to the following observations: 
[1] taking into consideration the rescue character of the 
excavation the size distribution did not indicate signifi-
cant removal of small debris by outwash; 
(2] no winnowing patterns were visible, as the distribution 
of small debris was overlapping that of the larger arte-
facts. 
These observations suggest that reworking was caused 
by processes that did not result in the horizontal sorting 
of artefacts on parameters of size and volume, possibly 
periglacial soil movement. 
3.3. Primary and secondary flaking: The refitting evi-
dence 
The reduction sequences as reconstructed by refitting all 
fit into one general 'scheme'. First, large nodules were 
roughly divided into smaller blocks of flint, mostly along 
natural fissures (diaclases) within. In some refitted 
nodules this is very conspicuous as flakes refit with their 
striking platform onto other striking platforms (RMU 6), 
with dorsal side to butts and with dorsal side to core 
(RMU 6.2). This initial stage in the flint knapping process 
also resulted in large and well-struck flakes (c. 100-200 
mm, but probably even larger). Both blocks and large 
flakes were used as cores, the flakes sometimes -after 
modification- as tools. The subsequent core reduction 
was executed in variable and apparently 'unsystematic' 
ways. In their unsystematic outlook the reduction strate-
gies share, however, the following characteristics: 
[1] as a rule negatives of earlier removals were used as 
platform(s) for later flakes/series of flakes, thus resulting 
in the frequent turning, rotating and 'twisting' of cores 
during knapping. In this sense, flake production at Site J 
revealed a certain systematics; 
[2] cortical surfaces and diaclases only form a minor 
category of striking platforms; 
[3] in just a few cases flakes were produced in long and 
continuous series from one and the same striking plat-
form and from the same striking surface; 
[4] specific activities such as decortication, correction of 
striking platforms and dorsal surfaces and flake removal 
hardly occur as well-defined stages; 
[5] core reduction was not aimed at the production of 
'predetermined' flakes -such as in the case of the 
Levallois technique- and it is Impossible to distinguish 
'goal flakes' from 'waste'. 
Apart from these general characteristics the reduction 
strategies show significant variation. In one case (Fig. 
8.3) a series of flakes was removed from the proximal 
part of a large flake, one of the few examples of a relati-
vely long and uninterrupted sequence of flakes from the 
same striking platform. Then a second series was remo-
ved perpendicular to the first, using the earlier negatives 
as striking platforms, subsequently a third opposing the 
second, a fourth parallel to the second, and then finally 
some small flakes again from the striking surface of the 
first series. After this stage the small residual core (or 
' flaked flake') -resembling the 'high backed' discoidal 
type- was discarded. In another case (Fig. 12; RMU 1.1) 
flakes were first removed from the distal end of a large 
and thick flake, following a semicircular pattern and using 
the ventral side as striking platform· and the dorsal side 
as striking surface. Subsequently a series of flakes was 
struck from the same side but using the negatives of ear-
lier flakes as platforms and the ventral side as striking 
surface. Two flakes from this sequence were used as 
small cores ('flaked flakes'), illustrating the repeated pat-
tern of transforming flakes into cores in every step of the 
reduction sequence. Fig. 8.1 shows a small, almost 
microlithic core, that produced some chips according to 
a more centripetal pattern, but -again- while periodically 
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twisting the core. Twisting and rotating the core also cha-
racterised the reduction of the large flint nodule (RMU 
2.1) of Fig. 14, but here probably a more irregular pattern 
in flaking direction and platform selection was followed. 
The core is missing, as is a large flake that must have 
been used secondarily as a core. The variation in reduc-
tion strategies is also reflected in the core typology, inclu-
ding both ' real' cores and flaked flakes', forms with oppo-
sed and with more centripetal patterns of negatives, and 
large(<:: 80 mm) as well as very small(< 50 mm) residual 
cores. 
The flint knapping executed at Site J is difficult to classi-
fy in terms of the ' classic' core technologies. lt is even 
problematic to divide the group of residual cores into 
well-defined classes such as 'polyhedral', 'multiple plat-
formed', ' discoidal' etc. lt is easier, in fact, to determine 
what the flint technology does not look like. Flint knap-
ping was not aimed at the production of predetermined 
Levallois flakes, nor do we have evidence for the recur-
rent technique or disc core technologies. A clear tenden-
cy towards laminary flake production, as is observed for 
some other Middle Palaeolithic sites dating from the 
Eemian/Early Weichselian (Canard, 1990), is also 
absent. Weak parallels are known from Rheindahlen 81, 
where some flint nodules were reduced in similar, see-
mingly ' unsystematic' ways (Thieme, 1983). The core 
technology employed at Site J remains idiosyncratic, and 
we have to be satisfied with the varied picture of flexible 
and often complex core reduction schemes that emerge 
from the refitting programme. 
There is evidence for at least some specialisation of tool 
production within the separate RMUs. RMU 1 contains 
25 (refitted) tools, together representing a total of 36 
working edges. Scraper edges (n=14; a Mousterian 
point was counted as 'double scraper' for this purpose) 
and edges with use retouch (n=15) predominate. Minor 
categories are represented by denticulates (5), notches 
( 1) and simple retouch (1 ). There is a strong preference 
for convex edge forms (n=17). RMU 2 contains 15 (refit-
ted) tools representing 18 working edges. In this RMU 
denticulates (5) form the dominant class, followed by 
edges with use retouch (4) and simple (intentional) 
retouch (3), scrapers (3), notches (2) and a burin. One 
denticulate was remodified and reused as a notched 
tool. In this RMU there was no preference for a specific 
edge form. 
As mentioned above, the presence of some Long and 
Transverse Sharpening Flakes (LSFs and TSFs respec-
tively) indicates that modification and reuse of tools took 
place at the locale, an interpretation corroborated during 
refitting as various LSFs and TSFs could be conjoined to 
their ' parent' tools. Whereas LSFs were produced by fla-
king parallel to the length-axis of tools and so created 
new cutting edges (Fig. 11 ), TSFs were made by flaking 
perpendicular to the working edge, and resulted in not-
ched or irregularly denticulated edges (Fig. 16, below, 
Fig. 18; cf. Cornford, 1986 for a review of both sharpe-
ning techniques). These resharpening techniques were 
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frequently used at La Cotte de St. Brelade, Jersey (par-
ticularly in the Saalian level A), but their products have 
also been recognised at various other Middle 
Palaeolithic sites in western Europe, such as Maastricht-
Belvedere Sites K and N (De Loecker, forthcoming), 
Edertai-Buhlen (Fiedler and Hilbert, 1987), and at La 
Quina, Les Tares and La Micoque (Geneste, 1991; Turq, 
1992). The technique often involved the preparation of a 
kind of striking platform at the distal end of the tool, thus 
resulting in characteristic forms such as 'Kostienki 
knives' (couteaux de Kostienk1), 'Pradnik knives' and 
burin-like artefacts. 
Large LSFs and TSFs are quite easy to recognise 
archaeologically, and the presence of some use retouch 
and/or micro wear on new working edges indicates that 
at Site J tools were reused after rejuvenation, and that 
we are thus indeed dealing with re-sharpening, and not 
with the final flakes of a first stage of tool manufacture. 
As a rule the long and transverse sharpening flakes were 
not used or modified themselves, the only exception 
recognised so far being a large LSF that was reworked 
into a Quinson point. In fact, this tool was itself rejuvena-
ted by means of the long sharpening technique, as a 
smaller (and, evidently, 'secondary') long sharpening 
flake could be conjoined to it (Fig. 11.1 ). Use wear ana-
lysis indicates that the Quinson 'point' was used in but-
chering activities. 
Most modification of working edges seems to have been 
done by continuous retouch, i.e. by removing small 
TSFs, which is much less visible archaeologically. In the 
case of Site J only a few of such modification flakes - all 
smaller than 1 0 mm -were conjoined. This may be partly 
related to the fact that such spalls are notoriously difficult 
to refit, but we should also keep in mind that the size 
fraction most prone to have contained the spalls is hea-
vily underrepresented in the Site J assemblage, as a 
result of the excavation strategy chosen (see above, sec-
tion 1.4). The two spalls refitted to the elongated 
Mousterian point (Fig. 9.5, the refitted spalls are visibile 
on the cover of this issue of Paleo) for instance, were 
retrieved in the 3D-recorded squares. The conjoining 
studies facilitated the identification of resharpening 
spalls considerably: the number of identified LSFs 
increased from 8 to 14 and the number of TSFs from 8 to 
29 as a result of refitting. 
Three TSFs were strucl< from scrapers, one from a den-
ticulate. This already suggested in an earlier stage of the 
analysis that scrapers might have been modified into 
denticulates, as shown convincingly later on by refitting. 
Refitting showed unambiguously that some tools have 
been modified for the purpose of reuse to such a degree 
that they changed from typological category, e.g. from a 
tool with a scraper-edge to a denticulate (Fig. 17), from 
denticulate to notch (Fig. 18) or so that virtually nothing 
remained of the former tool (Fig. 16, below). This is the 
more striking when confronted with the fact that quite a 
large number of flakes was not used at all. 
3.4. On the Informative value of refitting studies 
As refitting is a time consuming enterprise, it is worthw-
hile briefly evaluating what kind of additional information 
it yielded. In the first place, and very importantly, the 
conjoining studies clearly showed that individual arte-
facts had undergone quite some amount of horizontal 
displacement, to such a degree that the scatter could not 
be interpreted as a primary context one; this was quite 
unexpected (cf. De Loecker, 1988). As far as basic tech-
nological aspects are concerned, refitting 'only' provided 
the actual proof for inferences made on basis of the lithic 
analysis (Kolen, 1990) by reconstructing the reduction 
processes. The conjoining studies showed beyond any 
doubt that tools were made on the spot, and in some 
cases demonstrated such a degree of modification that 
tools changed from one typological category into ano-
ther. They also underlined the paradoxical character of 
the assemblage, with a high degree of modification and 
'economic' treatment of raw materials on the one hand 
and ·wasteful' behaviour on the other, even within the 
same block of flint. 
4. USE WEAR ANALYSIS 
4.1. Sampling and methods 
Until the mid seventies the function of stone implements 
could only be inferred from the shape and interpretations 
were often based on ethnographic and ethnohistoric 
analogies. Now we know that using an implement 
causes wear traces to develop on the surface: these 
include edge removals (frequently called use retouch). 
edge rounding, polish and striations, all of which can be 
examined microscopically. Experimental research has 
demonstrated that the configuration and appearance of 
these traces varies according to contact material and 
motion (see Keeley, 1980; Van Gijn, 1990 and Odell, 
1977 for an outline of the method of studying these 
traces). 
The sample studied by Van Gijn for wear traces (n=11 8) 
was taken on the basis of two criteria: the presence of 
edge removals and the size of the artefact. All imple-
ments displaying retouch, whether intentional or from 
use. were selected, regardless of their size. In addition, 
a large sample of the artefacts with a length exceeding 
20 mm was examined as well, even if the artefacts did 
not show signs of use or intentional retouch. 
The study reported was one of the first instances in 
which the so-called low power and high power approach 
were used in an integral fashion. For a long time both 
techniques were applied at the exclusion of the other and 
debates raged as to the relative merits of each (a.o. 
Keeley, 1974; Odell, 1975). In the case of the Belvedere 
material from the lowerlying interglacial (OIS 7) deposits 
reported on earlier (Van Gijn, 1988), the combination of 
high- and low- power microscopy was deemed appro-
priate because of the fact that much of the material dis-
played a lightly developed white patination. Such a post-
depositional modification largely obliterates polish and 
striations and also causes edge rounding. Edge remo-
vals however, are not affected by patination. 
An overview was obtained by stereomicroscope with 
oblique light, under magnifications ranging from 1 0-50 x. 
Especially edge removals can most profitably be studied 
this way. Subsequently, if traces of wear were visible, the 
implements were examined by an incident light micro-
scope, magnifications ranging from 100x for scanning to 
600x for detailed observation; polish interpretation was 
done at 300x. The implements were not cleaned chemi-
cally for fear of further attacking the stone surface. 
During examination the toots were cleaned with alcohol 
to remove finger grease. All implements were studied 
prior to the refitting. 
4.2. Preservation 
Almost all artefacts showed one relatively fresh and one 
abraded aspect. The abraded aspect had a waxy texture 
and covered the entire surface, making a high power 
analysis very difficult. The other aspect was usually 
rather fresh, with polish and striations being in reaso-
nable condition. Traces from brief use instances have 
however, probably been missed, as well as, on the less 
well-preserved surfaces, traces from working soft mate-
rials like meat or fresh hide. Traces from contact with 
bone or harder wood and silicious plants would certainly 
be visible still, and their absence on these tools can the-
refore be regarded as 'real'. Generally, the flint from Site 
J was less affected by patination than some of the older 
sites at Belvedere, such as B or C. 
4.3. Inferred activities 
Of the 118 examined artefacts only 33 displayed inter-
pretable traces of wear (cf. Table 20) . Because many of 
the tools had post-depositional surface modifications, 
many more were probably used, but traces have been 
obliterated. 
Most implements were not used very intensively, consi-
dering the fact that the polish was usually not well-deve-
loped. The traces probably represent one use instance 
and the tools were not kept for further use. Nevertheless, 
a few implements (n=8) displayed more than one used 
zone, indicating that if a tool was deemed appropriate, it 
was not rejected upon completion of the task. In total 40 
used zones were therefore identified, on 33 tools. Five 
times a tool was used twice on hide (with both lateral 
edges), two implements were used twice for butchering 
and one for unknown material and hide. No instances of 
secondary use of the same edge have been observed. If 
this had occurred, it would probably not be visible any-
more, because of the condition of the artefacts. 
Traces from contact with hide were observed on 21 
edges, ten of which concerned less certain interpreta-
tions. Most hide working edges served for cutting pur-
poses (n=15), a few edges were used to scrape hide 
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(n=4) and two were used in an uncertain motion. Six but-
chering zones, on four implements, are represented in 
the sample as well. Two edges displayed traces from 
contact with wood, one from whittling and one from an 
undetermined motion. Finally, 11 zones had traces from 
use which were not sufficiently diagnostic to be attributed 
to a specific contact material; three of these edges were 
used in a cutting motion, three in a scraping motion and 
five in an undetermined movement. 
If we look at the different tool types in the sample it is 
clear that intentionally retouched tools, such as scrapers 
are frequently used, even displaying more than one used 
zone. The Mousterian point displayed in Figure 9.5 has 
traces from cutting hide on both lateral edges. Scrapers 
have indeed sometimes been used for scraping pur-
poses, in three cases on hide, but they also served to cut 
hide. Two double side-scrapers (Fig. 16) displayed 
traces from cutting hide on both lateral edges; they were 
quite heavily used and must have undergone various 
phases of resharpening. The denticulate (Fig. 1 0.2) was 
used on wood. Flakes, including those with use retouch, 
turned out to be very versatile implements. Cutting hide 
was the activity most frequently observed on these arte-
facts. There does seem to be a consistent choice of 
implements for specific tasks, although the sample is a 
bit too small to allow for far-reaching conclusions in this 
respect. 
5. DISCUSSION 
The main conclusions of the foregoing are: 
[1] core reduction and production, use and discard of 
tools mainly took place within the excavated area; 
[2] core reduction displays a paradoxical character in 
terms of raw material economy; 
[3] Levallois products are virtually absent; 
[4] scrapers, denticulates and flakes with (both macro-
scopic and microscopic) signs of use dominate the tool 
group; 
[5] tools were maintained at the site, e.g. by means of 
specialised resharpening techniques; 
[6] use-wear analysis showed that some tools were used 
quite heavily, whereas other artefacts saw only brief ins-
tances of use; 
[7] indications for transport of lithics are rare. 
Before coming up with possible explanations for this pat-
tern (following Kolen, 1990), it is necessary to briefly dis-
cuss the homogeneity of the assemblage, i.e. the ques-
tion whether we can treat it as the remains of one single 
use of the location, or that more complex scenarios are 
more feasible. This boils down to the paramount ques-
tion of the chronological resolution of such scatters. 
Work in some of the lower units at Belvedere has convin-
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cingly shown that, however well preserved, one can 
occasionally actually see that an (unknown) amount of 
time passed between the production of one lithic concen-
tration and an overlapping other (Roebroeks, 1988, p. 
58), though these may still have been related in terms a 
continuous use of the place. Information on site forma-
tion processes is only useful! to some degree here, as 
we are dealing with significantly finer amounts of time 
than we can distill from the geology of a site or even from 
refits. Actually, even very well preserved sites have thus 
to be treated as buried surface collections in this respect 
(et Binford, 1987). Given the overall techno- and typolo-
gical homogeneity over most of the RMUs the question 
is not that important for the interpretation of the pattern 
mentioned above, and one could even use that homoge-
neity as an argument that we are indeed dealing with the 
remains of one single use of the location. 
As detailed above, core reduction had a somewhat para-
doxical character with respect to raw material use. The 
emphasis on the production of fairly large and thick 
unprepared flakes in hard hammer technique implies that 
at least certain stages in the core reduction processes 
were wasteful. This is consistent with other characteris-
tics, such as the fact that many larger flakes were left 
unused at the site (see section 2.5; remember that only 
31 of the 118 tools and large flakes displayed traces of 
use wear) and that the reduction of at least two cores (> 
80 mm) was broken off in a relatively early stage. Other 
observations however point to economising behaviour. 
Judging from the number and the size of the scars on the 
cores and the refit-sequences one has to conclude that 
at least the final phases of some core-reductions may 
have been aimed at the production of small flakes. In the 
same vein most cores are small and larger flakes have 
been used as cores, as convincingly shown by the 
conjoining studies. Likewise the persistent modification 
of existing tools, a striking aspect of the Site J assem-
blage as shown above, could be seen as a strategy to 
economise raw material (et Binford, 1979; Hayden, 1986; 
Keeley, 1982; Wiant and Hassen, 1985). 
Various workers have dealt with the functional determi-
nants of ' economising' behaviour in technological sys-
tems. One could for instance follow Callow (1986) and 
suggest that, like in the Saalian levels at La Cotte de St. 
Brelade (Jersey), scarcity of raw material may have led 
to longer tool lives and in general a more efficient use of 
flint material (as evidenced at La Cotte by resharpening, 
smaller cores and waste, reuse of tools and flakes as 
cores; see Callow 1986, p. 227). In a similar vein, 
Rolland and Dibble (1990) explain high intensities of 
retouch in Middle Palaeolithic assemblages as a conse-
quence of increasing raw material shortage (and there· 
fore parsimonious use) in situations where groups were 
relatively 'sedentary'. However, in the case of Site J eco-
nomising and wasteful behaviour go together, which 
strongly suggests that tool maintenance was not primari-
ly a response to shortage of flint. The wider (flint rich) 
setting of the site also makes it very probable that raw 
material could be procured without any difficulty, for ins-
tance in the (nearby) gravels of the river Meuse. 
Wiant and Hassen (1985) have pointed out that one has 
to differentiate between the overall presence and availa-
bility of raw materials: ethnographic studies show that 
frequent maintenance and transport of toolkits often take 
place in areas where lithic resources abound and over-
lap with food resource areas. In these cases, "The need 
for a highly curated lithic assemblage ... is related to the 
limited time critical biotic resources can be exploited. 
When biotic resources are available, energy expenditure 
must be organised almost exclusively for their procure-
ment despite the eo-occurrence of lithic resources" 
(Wiant and Hassen, 1985, p.1 04). Technological res-
ponses to such scheduling pressures consist of highly 
maintainable toolkits, designed for frequent transport 
and maintenance, unknown from Middle Palaeolithic 
contexts. The Site J assemblage contains complete refit-
table sequences of all stages of tool manufacture and 
use, strongly suggesting that such motives of time sche-
duling did not play a role here. 
A final option, the one we prefer, is that reuse of tools 
was preferred over the production of new ones, simply if 
the ·costs' of producing new ones were considered to be 
at odds with the expected ·output' of that investment. 
Such implicit arguments can have played a role in oppor-
tunistic technologies, meant for a short use or for activi-
ties that did not require much investment. This is a fea-
sible explanation for the character of the Site J assem-
blage, as both the fairly unsystematic and uneconomic 
flake production as well as the reuse of tools can be 
interpreted as an attempt to 'minimise' the energy inves-
ted in the toolkit. 
The absence of evidence for the transport of tools to and 
from the site is striking when compared with the data 
from some of the Unit IV (OIS 7) sites. There refitting stu-
dies showed that these sites were fixed points in a dyna-
mic system of the transport of flints in the form of prepa-
red cores, finished flakes and tools (Roebroeks, 1988), 
whereas at Site J virtually all was made, used and dis-
carded on the spot. Geneste (1985) has found a compa-
rable binary pattern in his regional study of the Middle 
Palaeolithic in the Aquitaine. Elaborating on Geneste's 
and our data both from Maastricht-Belvedere and nor-
thern Europe we suggested a decade ago that such 
technological differences may have been related to 
aspects of mobility of Middle Palaeolithic groups 
(Roebroeks et al. , 1988). We assumed that prepared 
cores and flakes were transported from one locale to 
another in the anticipation of future needs of ·cutting 
edges'. In this sense the use of the Levallois technique 
(especially of the recurrent form) would represent an 
economising behaviour towards the transported raw 
material (our hypothesis did of course not apply to pro-
curement sites such as Baker's Hole in England or 
Etouvie in northern France, where the Levallois tech-
nique a eclat preferentiel was used for the production of 
one or a few flakes per core only). Geneste has shown 
that non-local raw materials are associated with the use 
of Levallois-techniques and the occurrence of scrapers. 
Mousterian points and handaxes (Mousterien typique, 
riche en racloirs and Mousterien de Tradition 
Acheuleenne). In general Levallois strategies seem not 
to have been applied to local materials, as these were 
more often used for the production of toolkits with denti-
culates, abrupt and irregularly retouched tools and not-
ched tools ( Mousterien a denticules and Mousterien 
typique, riche en denticufi!Js) (Geneste, ·1985). Like in his 
study area, we were also able to find such a rough cor-
relation between local and transported raw materials and 
technological and typological differences (Roebroeks et 
al., 1988). One of the examples cited in that study is the 
Middle Palaeolithic site of Saint-Vaast la Hougue 
(Normandy ; Fosse et al., 1986), where a Late 
Eemian/Early Weichselian sequence has yielded a 
series of Mousterian industries. The horizons inferieurs 
contained an industry with a low Levallois index and 
dominated by denticulated and notched tools, made on 
locally collected low quality flint. The upper horizons yiel-
ded a Levallois industry with tools dominated by intensi-
vely retouched scrapers. Cores and cortical flakes are 
very rare in this level, where the high quality flint was 
imported from at least 1 0 km from the site<'1• 
In this setting the Site J assemblage can be interpreted 
as an ad hoc or ·expedient' technology, geared at activi-
ties to be performed on the spot. lt has to be stressed 
again that the assemblage reflects the complete sequen-
ce of production of flakes up to and including the discard 
of intensively reduced tools. The composition of the tool-
kit neatly fits the pattern described above: dominated by 
denticulates, irregularly retouched scrapers, notched 
tools and used flakes. 
Another useful way to look at the Site J evidence is by 
contrasting it with the record from the underlying fluviati-
le unit of about 250,000 years ago. A striking cllara<,"te-
ristic of these fine-grained interglacial river deposits is 
that artefacts were present all over, be it in often very low 
densities against which the high density peaks of the 
'rich' excavated sites as C, F and K stood out. 
Roebroeks et al. (1992), fol lowing studies by lsaac 
(1) While transport as such is not necessarily an indication of planning', the point we made 10 years ago is that the 
items -cores, blanks and retouched forms- Middle Pa/aeolithic hominids carried around were in general different 
from the items that ·stayed at home'. Middle Palaeolithic hominids were not just carrying stones around. The fact 
that the too/kits that were carried around were different from the beginning from the non-transported too/kits in 
technological terms (and not just intensity of retouch, that is indeed a matter of the wear and tear of mobility} might 
be seen as at least indicating some degree of reflection on what to carry around. 
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(1981), have suggested that the high density patches 
may have been the places where technology was main-
tained, whereas the low density 'background' scatters 
were mainly locations where technology was used, for 
instance in subsistence activities. Excavated areas such 
as Sites C, F and K contained high amounts of conjoi-
nable flakes (Aufeinanderpassungen) , that are very rare 
in the low density scatters G and N, where refits of bro-
ken artefacts were more important 
(Aneinanderpassungen). In the background scatters 
tools are far more important than in the patches; the only 
patch with an important number of tools {n= 137) is Site 
K, but here almost none of the tools could be refitted into 
one of the many spectacularly refitted large flint nodules 
from this site, strongly suggesting that they were all 
imported in a finished form (De Loecker, 1992, 1994). 
Almost all of these tools are scrapers, often very well 
made, as applies to the Unit IV tools in general. 
In contrast with these river valley sites, Site J is not pre-
sent against a background of isolated artefacts and 
patches even slightly comparable to the Unit IV one. The 
assemblage seems to have been ·parachuted' unto an 
archaeologically quite sterile landscape. There are many 
explanations for this difference, for example differences 
in the amount of 'time' represented by the Unit IV sedi-
ments as opposed to the Unit VI-A loess. Less intensive 
surveying of the Site J matrix -some isolated artefacts 
were found -can be a factor too. We, however, prefer the 
very straightforward explanation that the area was simply 
used in another way than 180,000 years earlier, when it 
was in the middle of a river plain. Judging from the omni-
presence of the 'background' artefacts in the lower 
levels, the valley floor saw quite some human activity in 
this interglacial of 250,000 years ago, and as refit studies 
have shown, flint cores, blanks and tools were constant-
ly produced, carried around and maintained in (short 
term) preparation of these various activities (Roebroeks, 
1988; Roebroeks et al., 1992). In the Early Weichselian 
the river plain had turned into a terrace edge which 
seems to have been visited less frequently. And while the 
various phases of the chaines operatoires were scatte-
red over the river valley 250,000 years ago, resulting in 
a spatial fragmentation of reduction sequences (et 
Roebroeks, 1988, p. 58-59), Site J has it (almost) all in 
one place, from the first cortical flake to the last reshar-
pening of a tool, all refitted back into the original nodule. 
lt is as tempting as naive to assume that the hominids 
responsible for the deposition of this assemblage were 
there because of the presence of the mammoth that we 
only know through remains of a few very badly preserved 
molars: a group of 'classic' Neandertals, foraging along 
the Meuse valley, hits upon a (dead?) mammoth and pro-
cesses the animal with tools made on the spot from flint 
material collected nearby. In this scenario, the whole Site 
J record is ful ly explained, and everything, indeed, 'fits' 
together. Unfortunately, the absence of any non-dental 
remains of that mammoth combined with the general 
problem of the chronological resolution of such assem-
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blages puts this scenario in the domain of pure specula-
tion. lt is already difficult enough to explain the paradoxi-
cal character of the lithic assemblage: in strictly functio-
nalistic terms it may Indeed have been a waste of flint, 
but not of energy. 
Finally, it is worthwhile stressing that the small Site J 
assemblage has some wider bearing on the problem of 
Middle Palaeolithic assemblage variability. The refitted 
modification sequences, with artefacts changing from 
one typological category into another, neatly fit the pictu-
re of Middle Palaeolithic technologies as typologically 
flexible and as reflecting complex and 'fluid' use histo-
ries. By now this is widely recognised as a conspicuous 
element in Middle Palaeolithic tool use. Earlier, for 
example, Jelinek (1976) coined the term 'Frison effect' to 
denominate the frequent remodifications involved in 
schemes of tool reuse and rejuvenation. Dibble has 
shown that this effect may well explain variations in 
Middle Palaeolithic scraper morphology, suggesting that 
simple scrapers were frequently transformed into double 
and convergent forms (Dibble, 1984; 1987a and b; see 
also Rolland and Dibble, 1990). These studies, as well 
as many recent site analyses, suggest that the explana-
tion of Middle Palaeolithic techno-typological variability -
for a long time the ' Holy Grail' of Palaeolithic archaeolo-
gy - is biased by what some have called the 'finished 
artefact-fallacy'. Refitting studies -such as the one tor 
Site J- show unambiguously that in some aspects arte-
facts can indeed better be considered as 'finished with' 
than as ' finished' (Noble and Davidson 1996, p.198). 
This serves as another example of the fact that in the 
archaeological record intentions did not get fossilised, 
but actions did. 
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Fig. 1 - The location of 
the Maastricht-
Belvedere pit (1 ), and 
other archaeological 
sites mentioned in the 
text: 1, Maastricht-
Belvedere, 2, Baker's 
Hole, 3, La Cotte de St. 
Brelade, 4, Etouvie, 5, 
Rheindahlen, 6, St. 
Vaast La Hougue. 
Fig. 1 - Situation geogra-
phique de Maastricht-
Belvedere et des autres 
gisements mentionnes 
dans le texte : 1 
Maastricht-Belvooere, 2 
Baker's hole, 3 La Cotte 
de St. Brelade, 4 
Etouvie, 5 Rheindahlen, 
6 St. Vaast La Hougue. 
Fig. 2 - Maastricht-Belvedere Site J: The excavation in 
full swing: the quarrying company has excavated all 
around the site. 
Fig. 2 - Maastricht-Belvedere, Site J. 
La carriere en pleine activite. La societe d'exploitation de 
la carriere a creuse tout autour du gisement. 
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Fig. 3 - Maastricht-Belvedere: Photo of the southern part of the pit, Summer 1987, showing Units Ill to VII. The Unit IV 
sediments date to an interglacial of about 250,000 years ago, the site reported on in this paper was at the lowermost part 
of Unit VI, and dates from the Early Weichselian. 
Fig. 3- Maastricht-Belvedere. Vue de la partie sud de la touil/e, a l'ete 1987, montrant les unites Ill a VII. Les sediments 
de /'unite IV, interglaciaires, sont dates de 250 000 ans environ. Le gisement qui fait l'objet de cet article eta it situe dans 
la partie inferieure de !'unite VI. 11 est attribue au debut du Weichselien. 
; : '~0t~IJ~~ ,;:c',?<"',Y!i'W0iFi"O.' !, ; ;ii;t~> '-, \','~~,;;;;; ;,f;,':,!tj,;l':";j~{', :,B 
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Fig. 4 - Schematic profile showing the stratigraphic position of Site J (NB:vertical magnification 10x), at the base of the 
Welchselian loess, just on top of loess-like sediments in which the Eemian Sol de Rocourt developed. Subsequent ero-
sion removed the Early Weichsellan loesses to the west of the site, in an erosional phase prior to the formation of the 
Nagelbeek horizon, a weakly developed soil from around 20,000 bp. The Nagelbeek horizon was covered by c. 6 metres 
of Pleniglacial Weichselian loess. Site J itself was preserved as a result of karst processes, which led to subsidence of 
the find bearing level (Height in m above NAP [Dutch Ordnance Level]). 
Fig. 4 - Coupe scMmatique indiquant la situation stratigraphique du Site J, a la base du loess weichselien, au sommet 
des sediments loessoiaes au sein desquels s'est developpe le sol eemien de Rocourt. A l'ouest du site, les loess weich-
seliens ont disparu au cours d'une phase erosive, anterieure a la formation de /'horizon faiblement developpe de 
Nagelbeek, autour de 20 000 ans BP. L'horizon de Nagelbeek est recouvert par les loess du pleniglaciaire weichselien 
sur pres de 6 m de puissance. Le site J lui-meme fut protege en tant que processus karstique, ce qui entrafna l'affais-
sement du niveau qui renfermait l'industrie. (L 'echelle verticale est dilatee 10 fois. Les altitudes sont exprimees en m par 
rapport au nivellement general des Pays-Bas, NAP.). 
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Fig. 5 - Map of the Site J excavation area, showing the number of artefacts per square metre. The shaded areas in the 
southwestern part of the area were not systematically excavated, there artefacts were recorded within three improvised 
large trenches. 
Fig. 5 - Carte du secteur fouille avec indication du nombre d'artefacts par m2. Au sud-ouest, la partie en gris n'a pas fait 
l'objet de fouilles systematiques ; dans cette zone, les artefacts proviennent de tranchees. 
m. + NAP A 
58.00 
67.00 
56.00 
293 
m.+NAP B 
68.00 
57.00 
. , 
66 .00 
32 
294 296 298 
33 34 36 
297 298 2119 
B' 
36 37 38 
A' 
30C 
Fig. 6 - A-A': 
vertical distribu-
tion of all flint 
artefacts recor-
ded in a south-
north 7by 1 m 
trench (squares 
33/293 -
331299). Height 
in m above 
NAP (Dutch 
Ordnance 
Level) . 
B-B': Vertical 
distribution of 
all flint artefacts 
recorded in a 
west-east 7 by 
1 m trench 
(squares 
Fig. 6 - A - A': repartition verticale des artefacts de silex de la tranchee des carres 331293 a 331299 32/297-371297). 
(orientation S-N, longueur 7 m, profondeur 1 m ; altitudes en m par rapport au nivellement general des ·Height in m 
Pays-Bas). above NAP 
B- B': repartition verticale des artefacts de silex de la tranchee des carres 321297 a 371297 (orientation 
E-0, longueur 7 m. profondeur 1 m ; altitudes en m par rapport au nivellement general des Pays-Bas). 
(Dutch 
Ordnance 
Level). 
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Fig. 7 - Maastricht-Belvedere Site J: 1-4 Flakes (Scale 2:3), with indication of use-wear traces. Small dots stand for light-
ly developed traces, larger ones for medium developed traces. WO=Wood, BU=Butchering, HI=Hide, UN=Uncertain 
contact material, NI=Not interpretable. A single arrow indicates a 'transverse'motion, as in 'scraping', a double arrow 
points to longitudinal motion, as in 'cutting'. 
Fig. 7 - Maastricht-Belvedere, Site J. 1-4 eclats (ech. 213), avec indication des traces d'usage. Les pointilles Jegers cor-
respondent a des traces peu marquees, les points plus gros a des traces plus developpees. WO = travail du bois vege-
tal, BU = boucherie, HI= peau, UN = contact avec materiau indetermioe, NI= non interpretable. Une fleche simple indique 
une action transversale, telle que racier; une fleche double indique une action longitudinale, telle que couper. 
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Fig. 8 - Maastricht-Belvedere Site J: 1-4 cores, 1-3 with refitted flakes (Scale 2:3). 
Fig. 8 - Maastricht-Belvedere, Site J. 1-4 nucleus, 1-3 avec remontage d'eclats (ech. 2/3}. 
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Fig. 9 - Maastricht-Belvedere Site J: 1-4, 6 various scraper forms, and a Mousterian 'point' (5) (Scale 2:3). See Fig. 7 for 
the use-wear symbols. 
Fig. 9- Maastricht-Belvedere, Site J. 1-4, 6 differentes formes de racloirs; 5 ''pointe" mousttJrienne (ech. 213). Les sym-
boles utilises sont identiques a ceux de la figure 7. 
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Fig. 10- Maastricht-Belvedere Site J: 1,2,4 denticulates (2 with refitted spa//), 3 notch (Scale 2:3). See Fig. 7 for the use-
wear symbols. 
Fig. 10- Maastricht-Belvedere, Site J. 1, 2, 4 denticule (n°2 remontage d'un eclat de retouche) ; 3 encoches (ech. 213). 
Les symboles utilises sont identiques a ceux de la figure 7. 
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Fig. 11 - Maastricht-Belvedere Site J: 1-3 resharpening flakes (LSFs), some refitted to their 'parent' tool. In the case of 
the pointed double scraper ('Quinson poin(J, microwear analysis revealed that the resharpened side was used again, on 
hide (Scale 2:3). See Fig. 7 for the use-wear symbols. 
Fig. 11 - Maastricht-Belvedere, Site J. 1-3 eclats longitudinaux de ravivage (LSF), certains remontes sur l'oiJtil. L'analyse 
des micro-traces du racloir double appointe ("pointe de Quinson") montre que le bord ravive a ete utilise par la suite sur 
de la peau. (ech. 213). Les symboles utilises sont identiques a ceux de la figure 7. 
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Fig. 12 - Maastricht-Belvedere Site J: Large flake (RMU1.1), completely reduced in at least 37 steps. One flake was retou-
ched into a scraper. three display traces of use, two flakes were subsequently flaked. The composition is a good example 
of t11e large flakes that must have been originally present judging from negative scars and refitting results, but were not 
retrieved in complete form. This group of conjoining artefacts (12. 1-2) refits to another group of flakes {12.3), one of which 
was the blank for a Mousterian point (Fig 9.5), to which two resharpening spa/Is were conjoined (see also the colour cover 
of this issue of Paleo). For the refitting 'lines' of RMU1.1 see Fig. 13 (Scale c. 2:3). 
Fig. 12 - Maastricht-Belvedere, Site J. Grand eclat (RMU 1. 1) integralement debite par detachement d'au moins trente 
sept eclats (ech. 213). Un des eclats issus de ce nucleus a ete retouche en racloir; trois portent des traces d'usage et 
deux autres ont ete, a leur tour, debites. Get ensemble montre /'existence de grands eclats seulement attestes par des 
negatifs d'enlevements et les remontages mais jamais retrouves entiers. Get ensemble (Fig. 12, 1-2) remonte avec un 
autre groupe d'eclats (Fig. 12, 3) dont l'un a servi de support a une pointe mousterienne (Fig. 9, 5}, sur laquelle deux 
eclats de ravivage sont remontes (cf. illustration couleur en page 1 de couverture). La repartition spatiale des remontages 
du bloc RMU 1. 1 est donnee figure 13. 
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Fig. 13 - Maastricht-Belved(He Site J: Refit lines for refitted group RMU 1. 1 (see Fig. 12. 1-2), visualization cf. Cziesla 
1986. Solid lines stand for dorsal/ventral refits, with arrows indicating the reduction sequence, dashed lines refer to refit-
ted broken artefacts. Artefacts recovered with square metre-provenance only l1ave been assigned random coordinates. 
Grid in metres. 
Fig. 13 - Maastricht-Belvedere, Site J. Materialisation graphique (Cziesla 1986) de la repartition spatiale des remontages 
de /'ensemble RMU 1.1. Un trait plein correspond au remontage d'une piece sur /'autre. L'orientation de la fleche sym-
bolise l'ordre chronologique des detachements. Un trait pointille indique un raccord de fragments. Aux artefacts dont seul 
le metre cam~ d'origine est connu, des coordonnees arbitraires ont ete attribuees. Le carroyage est en meJres. 
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Fig. 14, 1-3- Maastricht-Belvedere Site J: Refitted nodule (RMU2.1), consisting of 87 refitted artefacts (1160 gr). This 
block yielded four denticulates - some with refitted Transverse Sharpening Flakes -, a notch, one scraper, a burin with five 
refitted spa/Is, two flakes with signs of use, three flaked-flake sequences and one core. For the 'refitting lines· of this group 
see Fig. 15 (Scale c. 2:3) 
Fig. 14 - Maastricht-Belv8dere, Site J. 1-3 remontage du nodule RMU 2.1 comprenant 87 artefacts (1160 g). Ce bloc a 
fourni, outre le nucleus, quatre denticules (certains avec· remontage d'eclats transversaux de retouche TSF), une 
encoche, un racloir, un burin (avec quatre chutes remontees), deux eclats portant des stigmates d'usage et trois nucleus 
sur eclat. 
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Fig. 15 - Maastricht-Belvedere Site J: Refit lines for refitted group RMU 2.1 (see Fig. 14). See Fig. 13 for explanation. 
Fig. 15 - Maastricht-Belvedere, Site J. Materialisation graphique de fa repartition spatiale des remontages de /'ensemble 
RMU 2. 1. Les symboles utilises sont identiques a ceux de fa figure 13. 
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Fig. 16 - Maastricht-Belvedere Site J: Above: RMU 1.2, Various stages of modification of a double scraper. Below: 
Restgroup 1, four flakes refit to form a double scraper, onto which three TSFs could be refitted. The original scraper form 
was completely reduced in subsequent modification (Scale 2:3). Both scrapers displayed traces of cutting hide on both 
lateral edges. See Fig. 7 for the use-wear symbols. 
Fig. 16- Maastricht-Belvedere, Site J. En haut: RMU 1.2, differentes etapes de la modification d'un racloir double (ech. 
213). En bas :le raccord de quatre fragments d'eclat forme un raclolr double sur lequel trois eclats de retouche transver-
saux peuvent etre remontes. La forme originale du racloir a ete completement modifiee. Ces deux racloirs portent des 
traces de decoupe de peau sur les deux. bords. Les symboles utilises sont identiques a ceux de la figure 7. 
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Fig. 17 - Maastricht-Belvt!Jdere Site J: The complete refit shows a tool with one scraper edge; subsequent modification 
has turned this scraper into a denticulate (Scale 2:3). 
Rg. 17 - Maastricht-Belvt!Jdere, Site J. Le remontage montre un racloir lateral transforme par la suite en denticule (ech. 
213). 
Fig. 18 - Maastricht-Belw§dere Site J: from denticulate (complete refit) to notch, by the removal of three TSFs (Scale 2:3). 
Fig. 18 - Maastricht-Belvedere, Site J. Passage d'un dentfcule a une encoche par enlevements de trois eclats de retouche 
transversaux (ech. 213). 
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Fig. 19 - Maastricht-Belvedere 
Site J: Polish from cutting hide 
seen on tool 371288.15 (see 
Fig. 11. 1 ). Above 200 x magni-
fication, below 400 x magnifi· 
cation. 
Fig. 19 • Maastricht-Belvedere, 
Site J. Poli caracteristique de 
la decoupe de peau, observe 
sur l'outil 371288. 15 (Fig. 11, 
2). En haut, grossissement 
x200, en bas x400. 
Fig. 20 - Maastricht-Belvedtke 
Site J: Edge rounding and 
rough polish parallel to the 
edge, such as is present on 
various flakes, scrapers and 
Mousterian point 371290.43 
(Fig. 9.5) (200 x magnifica· 
tion). 
Fig. 20 - Maastricht-Belvedere, 
Site J. Emousse du bard et 
poli grossier parallele au bard 
sont frequents sur ditferents 
eclats, racloirs et sur la pointe 
mousterienne 371290.43 (Fig. 
9, 5). Grossissement x200. 
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N ... 
Tools (complete) 35 1.2 
T oo1a (lnoompteto) 47 1.6 
Flakes wilh liS<! relouch (c:on>plale) 40 1.4 
Flakes wilh use retouch (Incomplete) 12 0.4 
BHacos 
l.ong Shd'J)Onlng Aokoo 8 os 
TrensvetSe Sherpenlng F1el<os 8 0.3 
Chips < 20 mm mnx. dimension (unretouched) 1507 52.6 
Flnkoe ~ 20 mm max. dlmonslon (uorotouchod) 1155 40.3 
Core ltlmming ftakes 22 0.8 
Ooartz and quartzite llekotllragments 3 0.1 
Coroa (Incl. ·nakoo nakoa') 26 0.9 
TOTAL 2863 99.9 
Table t • Maastricllf·llotV<Idore Site J: An ovoNfew of the titlllc ossombtoge (counts nro not 
boooo on rofilting results) 
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RMU NUMBER WEIGHT 
IN GRAMS 
I 151 1367 
2 141 1467 
3 52 527 
4 194 1931 
5 53 432 
G 268 2741 
7 24 85 
8 tn 2473 
9 9 95 
10 5 22 
11 11 55 
12 12 80 
13 10 17 
14 4 60 
Other 461 1412 
TOTAL t572 12.764 
Tablo 3 • Maoslticllt·Belv6c!Oro Site J: 
OiatrlbuUon or artefacts ovor tho variOus 
Raw Matorlal Units, aM slzo clllssos. 
except for the • otho( group (> 20 nun only). 
SIZE N % 
CLASS 
(mm) 
0-10 440 15.4 
1().20 1067 37.3 
2().30 623 21 .7 
30-40 347 12.1 
40·50 1!12 6.7 
5().60 94 3.3 
60·70 56 1.9 
70·60 25 0.0 
60.90 14 0.5 
90·100 3 0.1 
> 100 2 0.1 
TOTAL 2963 100.0 
Table 2 • Manstr1cht·Botvt!dilre Sito J: 
Size dislribut1011 or lhe lilhic artefacts, 
bosod oo maximum climensions in mm. 
(counts are noe b8aoo oo rofitting results) 
DORSAL PATIERN N 
Co<lox 121 
Nlllural cradcs 15 
Plain 129 
Parallel unidirectional 290 
Coovorgent unidirocdoool 3 
ContripoCal e< racial 7 
Ridge 16 
Latorot unidirectional 77 
Para~ol opposed unidlroctlooal t5 
Pora"ol bi<lrectiooal 71 
Parololel + lateral ooldlrectional 294 
Oppoaod • lateral unldiroclional 33 
Indeterminate 110 
TOTAL 1189 
% 
10.2 
1.3 
10.8 
24.4 
0.2 
0.8 
1.3 
6-5 
1.3 
8.0 
24.7 
2.8 
0.0 
100.0 
t8bto 4 · Maasltrcht·801V$d&ru Situ J: Out CAlf p6Hern&, based on lhG domtnonl pattern 
lormed by scorn > 10 rnm oo tools, toollrimmlog olonlents, ·nokod llokes' end all 
unrotouchod llakes > 20 mm. Chunks are oxcludOO. 
Missing 
Outer surlace 
DORSAL N % 
SCARS 
0 68 5.7 
1 238 20.0 
2 323 27.2 
3 269 22.6 
4 124 10.4 
5 60 5.0 
6 37 3.1 
7 13 t.l 
8 8 0.1 
9 5 0.4 
10 2 0.2 
11 2 0.2 
16 1 0.1 
lnde1. 39 3.3 
TOTAl. 1189 100.0 
Table 5 • Maastridlt-Belved6ro Site J: 
Number of dorsal scer11 (> 10 mm) on 
to~s. tool trimming elements. 'flak;ed Oakos• 
and all unretoochod flakos • 20 mm. Chunks are 
excluded. 
BUTTS N 
294 
73 
Plain (scar negative) 48S 
Facetted 4 
Reloudled 35 
Dihedral 119 
PolyhodMll 17 
Punctiform 66 
lndelcrminato 96 
TOTAL 1189 
% 
24.7 
6.1 
40.0 
0.3 
2.9 
10.0 
1.4 
5.6 
0.1 
99.9 
Tablo 6 • Maastrlchl·S&iv~~re Site J : Buns on lools. lool trimming elements, ' flaked 
Hakes' and on unrotouchcd nokes ~ 20 mm. Chunks are excluded. 
MAXIMUM N % N N 
DIMENSION (primary) (on liako) 
~nmm) 
30·39 4 15.4 I 3 
40.49 0 30.8 4 4 
50-59 8 30.0 4 4 
6().69 4 15.4 I 3 
7().79 
80·09 I 3.8 1 
90·99 t 3.8 1 
TOTAL 28 100.0 12 14 
Toblo 7 • Maastrlcht·Botv<lc:lllre Silo J: Maximum dimensions (In mm) of coros, vAdt a 
subdMslon In 'primary· cores and cores on Hakes ('tlaked Hokos1. 
RMU 
_AMU1 
RMU2 
RMU3 
RMU4 
RMU5 
RMU6 
RMU7 
AMU8 
RMU9 
AMU10 
'OTHER' 
TOTAL 
NUMBER OF N 
SCARS 
1 1 
2 1 
3 1 
4 2 
6 2 
7 2 
8 7 
9 1 
10 1 
11 1 
12 2 
13 
14 1 
15 t 
18 2 
·21 1 
TOTAL 26 
Teblo 8 . Maastridl1·6&tv<ldbra Silo J : 
Number of negative scar11 (> 10 mm) 
prosent per con't. 
TOTAL PRIMARY CORES 
5 1 
2 1 
2 2 
1 
2 1 
3 2 
6 3 
1 
1 1 
3 1 
28 12 
CORES ON 
FLAKE 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
14 
Table 9 • Maaslrlchi·S&Iv~Ore Silo J: Total number of cores per RMU, vAih a subdivision 
In 'primary• cores ond cores on Rakes. 
CORE TYPOLOGY TOTAL N (OF WHICH ON 
FLAKE) 
Discoidal 1 
l-liQh backed· dlscoldal 1 1 
PymmldaVconlcal 1 
Polyhedral 8 1 
Multiple plalformed 4 I 
Shapoloss/mlscellaneous 9 9 
Double platlotmedlopposed 2 2 
TOTAl. 26 14 
Table fO • Maastlicht-Betv<ld~le S~e J: Core lypology 
169 
TOOL TYPES COMPlETE INCOMPLETE TOTAL 
N % N % N % 
Simple setapera 7 9.3 11 18.6 18 13.4 
Double scr-ra 5 8.7 2 3.4 7 5.2 
Transve11<1 SQ'llpora 1 1.7 1 0.8 
'Radcnes' 2 2.7 1 1.7 3 2.2 
End scmporo (' grattolrs1 1 1:3 I 0.8 
SCt11pors lndot. (lragmonta) 6 10.2 6 4.5 
Notched pieces f cncochos1 3 4.0 4 6.8 7 5.2 
DentictJalos 12 16.0 20 34.0 32 23.9 
Mousterian pciniJI 1 1.3 1 1.7 2 1.5 
Quonson.pcin1$ 1 1.3 1 0.8 
Burins 3 4.0 
- 3 2.2 
tAoustorian trancheta 1 1.7 1 o.s 
SUBTOTAL (rOOUOOd coont) 35 46.7 47 79.7 82 61 .2 
Aakes With (maetoee:eplc) 33 44.0 11 18.6 44 32.6 
use miOUCh 
Backed kniYos 7 9.3 I 1.7 8 6.0 
TOTAL 75 99.9 59 100.0 134 OO. t 
Table 1 1 • Maaatricht·Boivedbre Sfte J: A survey oltho tools (oounts are not based on 
relining results) 
AVERAGE VALUES FlAKES TOOLS 
(In mm) 
Max. dim. 35 59 
Longlh 30 53 
W'ICilh 20 38 
Thicknoss 9 9 
TabCo 12 • MaaS!richt·BciiY6dolre Site J: Average slzo (In mm) ol al unfl<l)l(en llakos and 
tools. 
TYPE OF REAl N % 
Aulolnanderpassung 643 75.5 
A,oittsndorpa.ssung 171 20.1 
Anpassrmg 38 4.5 
TOTAL 852 tOO. I 
Table 13 • MaastrlchH)otv6d~ro Site J: Types of rofite (cl. Czfosla 1990, soo text 101 
explanafioo). Each contact between ~vo anotacts countt. for ono obnervation. 
170 
AMU1 Aufok>andtK· AM.iMnder· Anpassung 
Distances betweon refdS passung 
-ung 
0-SOem 8 (1) 2 (0) 2 (0) 
51·210 cm t 5 (6) 3 (5) 1 (1) 
2t1 ·400 em 17 (t4) 3 (2) 3 (1) 
> 400cm 29 (48) 6 (7) 4 (8) 
RMU2 At.Jfeif'JSnder ArnHnendttt Anpassung 
Distances betweon n~lrta 
o-50em 8 (0) 6 (1) 1 (0) 
51 ·210em 9 (6) 7 (5) 5 (2) 
211·400 em t4 (13) 6 (9) 5 (3) 
> 400 cm 23 (35) 12 (16) 2 (8) 
Tables 14 and 16 • Maaslricht·BelvOdbre Sito J: Length ollines be~oon refitted elemonts 
tor RMU 1 Md 2, tor artefacts with exact provenance data Md tor artelaots collocted por 
square metra. For In. last category IWO options aro glvon. Le. 1ho shortest possible 
dislanea betweon ertolacts collected por square metre ody and 1ho longest possible one 
(betweon brael<elt). See text lor further explanation. 
CONTACT .. Bu Wo fill un 
MATERIAl: 
INFERRED Cu So Un Wh Un Cu Un Cu So Un 
MOT10N: 
~m 3 3 2 2 I 11 
l.!<lust.Poh(1) 2 2 
llotllicUa!e (I) I I 
Noocn(1) I I 
Aesha~p. 11•""• (3) 3 2 5 
. 
OltJ.do.-hkOtltL\(1 (t) .. 2 
Flall:e uGo rot (11) 1 2 I I 2 2 1 I 11 
flake (8) • 1 2 7 
TOTAl. 15 • 2 6 I I 3 a 40 
21 6 2 11 
T- 20 • lnlerted OdiWioo por anot"" !ype (fOI)r....,IOd aro lltOd toolS""*" do not cm_..t 
10 1t1e num1>e< ot ....,...,_ boc:aus<IOMimplomont mey bo US<IdiWice). The....- ot 
....,...,..,Is In e!\011 oooltypo COIIJ1lO'Y Is listed In txaokore. Hlol-lldo. Bu:ilulche<&1Q. W..WOOd, 
Ha• Unc::onat1 Hard Mlaterlal, UndJnoertatn, CU=Cuttfng, Se-SCraping, Wh.Whiming, use rot.wlth 
USO fOIOtiCh. 
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